How To Teach Business English How Series
Yeah, reviewing a ebook How To Teach Business English How Series could amass your near links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you
to be successful. As understood, talent does not suggest that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as competently as promise even more than other will offer each success. neighboring to, the pronouncement as without difficulty as
acuteness of this How To Teach Business English How Series can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

develop their potential.The Business English Teacher contains three
distinctive parts which focus in turn on theory, practice and
development:Part A: What is a business English teacher? The answer
involves a reassuring yet challenging mix of general and specific
teaching skills, where the focus is always on the learners’ needs. The
authors look into who you teach, what you teach, where you teach and,
above all, how you teach.Part B: A bank of activities covering all the
stages of a successful business English course from the very beginning,
investigating and practising the language needed for business skills and
the language skills needed for business. The sections cover telephoning
and socialising, emailing and negotiating, meetings and presentations
–not forgetting aspects of grammar, vocabulary and phonology.Part C: A
reflection on one’s current degree of success, with strategies for further
development, both as an English teacher in general and a business
English teacher in particular – in other words, as an all-round
professional.
Five-Minute Activities for Business English - Paul Emmerson 2005-02-16
This comprehensive resource book contains an easy-to-use set of short
activities essential for anyone teaching Business English. Reflecting reallife business activities such as emails, noisy telephone conversations,
making excuses, negotiating, handling customer complaints and cultural
awareness, Five-Minute Activities for Business English helps teachers
mirror the pacey feel of the work environment. This book is also of

Introducing Business English - Catherine Nickerson 2015-09-16
Introducing Business English provides a comprehensive overview of this
topic, situating the concepts of Business English and English for Specific
Business Purposes within the wider field of English for Special Purposes.
This book draws on contemporary teaching and research contexts to
demonstrate the growing importance of English within international
business communication. Covering both spoken and written aspects of
Business English, this book: examines key topics within Business English,
including teaching Business English as a lingua franca, intercultural
business interactions, blended learning and web-based communication;
discusses the latest research on each topic, and possible future
directions; features tasks and practical examples, a section on course
design, and further resources. Written by two leading researchers and
teachers, Introducing Business English is a must-read for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying Business English,
Business English as a Lingua Franca, and English for Specific Business
Purposes.
Market Leader - Iwonna Dubicka 2006
Business English Teacher - Debbie Barton 2010-01-01
The Business English Teacher is a book not only for teachers who are
thinking of making a career move into the field of business English
teaching but also for those who would like to increase their skills and
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interest to teachers of general English who are looking for stimulating
skills-based activities in meaningful contexts and complements both
tailored and coursebook-based materials. The four main areas covered
are 'Business topics', 'Business communication skills', 'Language work'
and 'Exploiting coursebooks'. These areas feature activities on various
topics such as money, finance, meetings, negotiations, telephoning,
management, marketing, etc.
English for International Tourism - Peter Strutt 2013-01-01
This course includes authentic material taken from Dorling Kindersley's
acclaimed Eyewitness Travel Guides which explore some of the world's
top tourist destinations.
How to Teach Business English - Evan Frendo 2005
Written by experienced teachers and teacher trainers, this series offers
practical teaching ideas within a clear, theoretical framework. Each title
includes a photocopiable 'Task File' of training and reflection activities to
reinforce theories and practical ideas presented.
English for the Automobile Industry - Marie Kavanagh 2008

Plans - David Ostrowski 2020-10-29
Teaching English Online - Business English through Coaching and
Conversation - Lesson Plan Ebook - 92 pages Are you an existing Online
English Teacher with a desire to incorporate Business English into your
teaching arsenal? This Ebook could be for you! As an experienced Online
English Teacher with a background in HR and over 20 years of work
experience, I largely specialise in Business English, teaching via the
popular language-learning platform, Italki, in addition to offering private
lessons on my website. The vast majority of my students are B1-C2 level
ADULT PROFESSIONALS based in Russia, and across Europe. Many
work in particular fields such as IT, Banking and HR. Students such as
these may be working for an international company, are relocating to an
English-speaking country, or may simply want to focus on their interview
technique. The issue is, however, is that much of the Business English
material available to teachers has a tendency to focus on overly-formal
language, outdated situations and generalised vocabulary which may not
be relevant to individual students. Also, professionals may be able to
describe the technical intricacies of their job role, but struggle when it
comes to discussing behaviours. 2020 has also seen a change in Business
English. Boardroom meetings have turned into Zoom calls, Job
Interviews take place over Skype, and the use of informal language on
modern communication platforms has become far more prominent. This
Ebook is effectively the second half of my FULL Business English Ebook this option is for any existing, experienced who are simply looking for
some structured, conversational lesson plans to use with students.
Classroom lessons and textbooks for advanced students are not
necessarily useful. Advanced students want to have a conversation, build
their confidence and learn new, relevant vocabulary. This Ebook consists
of over 60 behavioural, skills-based, issues-based, and industry-specific
conversational lesson plans. Each lesson plan contains useful prompts for
the teacher, relevant phrasal verbs, idioms, and collocations for the
student to use during a lesson, in addition to pre-work/technical prompts
for both the student and teacher in the industry-specific topics. These
lesson plans will last you forever!! You can also find examples of

Working Towards a Proficiency Scale of Business English Writing: A
Mixed-Methods Approach - Li Wang 2021-09-29
This book presents an empirical study to develop and validate a
proficiency scale of business English writing in the Chinese tertiary
context. Through a mixture of intuitive, quantitative and qualitative
methods, the book demonstrates how a pool of descriptors are
collectively formulated, statistically calibrated and meticulously validated
for the establishment of a proficiency scale of business English writing.
The writing scale differs in significant ways from the existing language
scales, most of which were constructed in English as L1 or L2 contexts
and applied to English for General Purposes (EGP) domains. This book
also provides important insights into the construct of business English
writing as well as the methods for English for Specific Purposes (ESP)
proficiency scale development and validation. It is of particular interest
to those who work in the area of ESP teaching and assessment.
Business English through Coaching and Conversation - Lesson
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behavioural interview questions which are typically asked in modern
times, particularly around failure and reflection, leadership skills and
more, instead of the typical "What are your strengths and weaknesses"
questions. Overall, Business English students need support with
confidence. This can only be achieved through 1-2-1 coaching and
conversation. If you are a new teacher who would simply like further
detail and guidance on the WHY and HOW of Business English through
Coaching and Conversation, you can pick up the FULL Ebook on this site.
Happy Teaching!
Learning How to Learn - Barbara Oakley, PhD 2018-08-07
A surprisingly simple way for students to master any subject--based on
one of the world's most popular online courses and the bestselling book
A Mind for Numbers A Mind for Numbers and its wildly popular online
companion course "Learning How to Learn" have empowered more than
two million learners of all ages from around the world to master subjects
that they once struggled with. Fans often wish they'd discovered these
learning strategies earlier and ask how they can help their kids master
these skills as well. Now in this new book for kids and teens, the authors
reveal how to make the most of time spent studying. We all have the
tools to learn what might not seem to come naturally to us at first--the
secret is to understand how the brain works so we can unlock its power.
This book explains: • Why sometimes letting your mind wander is an
important part of the learning process • How to avoid "rut think" in order
to think outside the box • Why having a poor memory can be a good
thing • The value of metaphors in developing understanding • A simple,
yet powerful, way to stop procrastinating Filled with illustrations,
application questions, and exercises, this book makes learning easy and
fun.
English at Work - Ellen Jovin 2020-02-07
This Grammar Guru will solve the world's problems. Or, at least, help you
figure out when to use an Oxford comma. - The New York Times Put your
English skills to work for you! This book is ideal for intermediate and
advanced (CEFR B1-C1) nonnative speakers of English seeking to
increase their communication confidence and effectiveness in the
how-to-teach-business-english-how-series

workplace. Improve your precision and professionalism so your ideas
shine! The book consists of 50 short quizzes which include the most
common English errors made by nonnative speakers in professional
environments. This fun format allows you to find your own frequent
errors and fix them. You will test your skills quickly, daily, and build your
language awareness and accuracy in writing and speaking English.
Short, clear explanations after each quiz help you improve your
knowledge of the grammar rules. Complementing the quizzes are Ellen
says boxes with the same practical advice on good communication
etiquette and habits that Ellen has been sharing for years with large
corporate clients in New York City and beyond. Witty and humorous
drawings illustrate confusing language and common misunderstandings.
The focus of the exercises is on fixing your grammar and word-choice
problems. Examples are pulled from every industry: finance, law,
consulting, publishing, real-estate, retail, technology, energy,
pharmaceutical, manufacturing, education, advertising, government,
insurance, non-profit, and more. Whatever your profession or interest,
you will benefit from the exercises contained in this book. If you are just
looking to sharpen your English, this book is for you, too. This Indiaspecific edition includes a special section of the most common English
errors made in the Indian workplace and their standard equivalents, as
well as a downloadable reference guide of frequently confused and
misused words and expressions. You will be learning from a professional
writer with two decades of experience teaching executives in a business
setting. A language-learner herself who has studied some two dozen
languages, Ellen Jovin has written this book to help motivated working
adults advance their business English on their own time and at their own
pace.
Speak Business English Like an American - Amy Gillett 2006
CD and book designed to teach idioms and expressions used in the
American business world.
The Complete Business English Master - Jenny Smith 2018-08-20
Want to take your business English to the next level? This is Book 1 and
2 of the very popular Business English series by Amazon bestselling
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author Jenny Smith. Most textbooks teach the same things;
presentations, speaking on the phone etc. This is great at the beginning,
but if you are going to succeed, you’ll need more (and the bonus course
covers this stuff anyway). You need to be able to walk into any business
situation and feel seriously confident. That is why I wrote this book; to
help you go from good to great. To really master business English. Learn:
In Section 1 you will master 86 essential words and phrases that will give
you an edge in the business world. Remember: Section 2 contains 14
reading practice articles which contain all of the business vocabulary you
discovered in the first book. This will help you both learn how they are
actually used and help fix the vocabulary into your memory. The more
you see a word in context the easier it will be to remember. Master: the
language in the following essential business English topics. · General
business English. · Start-ups. · Online business. · Finance. This book is
the perfect stepping stone from ‘textbook’ business English to the ‘real’
language that will help you excel in the business world. If you are ready
to truly advance, press the buy button and get started today.
Introducing Business English - Catherine Nickerson 2015-09-16
Introducing Business English provides a comprehensive overview of this
topic, situating the concepts of Business English and English for Specific
Business Purposes within the wider field of English for Special Purposes.
This book draws on contemporary teaching and research contexts to
demonstrate the growing importance of English within international
business communication. Covering both spoken and written aspects of
Business English, this book: examines key topics within Business English,
including teaching Business English as a lingua franca, intercultural
business interactions, blended learning and web-based communication;
discusses the latest research on each topic, and possible future
directions; features tasks and practical examples, a section on course
design, and further resources. Written by two leading researchers and
teachers, Introducing Business English is a must-read for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying Business English,
Business English as a Lingua Franca, and English for Specific Business
Purposes.
how-to-teach-business-english-how-series

Goal-Driven Lesson Planning for Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages - Marnie Reed 2010-07-29
This book is more than a collection of activities or ready-made lesson
plans to add to a teaching repertoire. Instead, Goal-Driven Lesson
Planning is intended to empower teachers and help them create a
principled framework for their teaching—a framework that will shape the
varied activities of the ESL classroom into a coherent teaching and
learning partnership. After reading this book, teachers and prospective
teachers will be able to articulate their individual teaching philosophies.
Goal-Driven Lesson Planning shows readers how to take any piece from
English language materials—an assigned text, a random newspaper
article, an ESL activity from a website, etc.—and use it to teach students
something about language. Readers are walked through the process of
reflecting on their role in diagnosing what that “something” is—what
students really need—and planning how to get them there and how to
know when they got there in a goal-driven principled manner. This book
has chapters on the theory of setting specific language goals for
students; how to analyze learner needs (including an initial diagnostic
and needs-analysis); templates to use when planning goal-driven English
language lessons; explicit instruction on giving corrective feedback; how
to recognize and assess student progress; and the mechanics and
logistics that facilitate the goal-driven language classroom.
Business English and the Teaching of Productive Skills in
Morocco - Housseine Bachiri 2017-11-13
Master's Thesis from the year 2011 in the subject English - Pedagogy,
Didactics, Literature Studies, , course: Department of English, language:
English, abstract: The objective of the present paper is to investigate
problems concerned with the teaching of productive skills in Business
English classes. Productive skills refer to speaking and writing. Business
English is a branch of English for Specific Purposes (ESP). This research
project aims to investigate the attitudes and perceptions of the Ecole
Nationale de Commerce et de Gestion (ENCG) students about the
productive skills in the ESP course, as well as to figure out whether the
ENCG students are fully aware of the significance of productive skills in
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their prospective professional communication. This paper strives to
answer the following questions: What are the general features which
appear to characterize the teaching of oral skills in the ESP course? Does
writing in the ESP course enable students to become good English
business writers? And to what extent do speaking and writing prepare
ESP students for professional communication?
Occupational Outlook Handbook - United States. Bureau of Labor
Statistics 1976

preparation. Notes on key areas are included, as well as sample
correspondence, test items, worksheets and forms. The quick-reference
index allows for easy access to the guidelines and classroom procedures.
New Language Leader - David Cotton 2015
Teaching Business English - Mark Ellis 1994-05-19
Gives background to the business learner's world and strategies for
approaching the training task, focusing on the learner's professional
knowledge and experience. This book is suitable for teachers, trainers,
and course organizers in the field of Business English or considering a
move into it.
Business English through Coaching and Conversation - David
Ostrowski 2020-10-29
Teaching English Online - Business English through Coaching and
Conversation - Full Ebook - 195 pages Are you an existing Online English
Teacher with a desire to incorporate Business English into your teaching
arsenal? Or, perhaps, you're planning to pursue Online Teaching as
either a full-time profession or side-hustle. Whichever box you fall into,
this Ebook could be for you! As an experienced Online English Teacher
with a background in HR and over 20 years of work experience, I largely
specialise in Business English, teaching via the popular languagelearning platform, Italki, in addition to offering private lessons on my
website. The vast majority of my students are B1-C2 level ADULT
PROFESSIONALS based in Russia, and across Europe. Many work in
particular fields such as IT, Banking and HR. Students such as these may
be working for an international company, are relocating to an Englishspeaking country, or may simply want to focus on their interview
technique. The issue is, however, is that much of the Business English
material available to teachers has a tendency to focus on overly-formal
language, outdated situations and generalised vocabulary which may not
be relevant to individual students. Also, professionals may be able to
describe the technical intricacies of their job role, but struggle when it
comes to discussing behaviours. 2020 has also seen a change in Business
English. Boardroom meetings have turned into Zoom calls, Job

Teach Business English - Sylvie Donna 2000-07-27
This book provides a practical introduction to Business English for new
and experienced teachers, and deals with a range of issues from needs
analysis and course planning to testing and evaluation.
ETpedia Business English English for Specific Purposes - Tom Hutchinson 1987-01-29
English for Specific Purposes offers the teacher a new perspective on
this important field. The main concern is effective learning and how this
can best be achieved in ESP courses. The authors discuss the evolution
of ESP and its position today; the role of the ESP teacher; course design;
syllabuses; materials; teaching methods, and evaluation procedures. It
will be of interest to all teachers who are concerned with ESP. Those
who are new to the field will find it a thorough, practical introduction
while those with more extensive experience will find its approach both
stimulating and innovative.
Teach Business English - Sylvie Donna 2000-07-27
Teach Business English provides a comprehensive introduction to
Business English for teachers who are new to the field, and inspiration
and guidance for those already involved in this area of teaching.This
book deals with a range of issues from needs analysis and course
planning to assessment and evaluation. It also suggests solutions to
common teaching problems. The emphasis throughout is practical and a
large part of the book focuses on classroom procedures. There are
activities for all the major skill areas and most can be used with minimal
how-to-teach-business-english-how-series
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Interviews take place over Skype, and the use of informal language on
modern communication platforms has become far more prominent. This
Ebook is split into three simple parts - WHY, HOW, AND WHAT. The
'Why' section is aimed at teachers who may have little to no experience
in teaching Business English. What types of student need to improve
their Business English through coaching and conversation? For what
reasons? In what situations do students need to improve their Business
English? The 'How' section describes useful teaching techniques I have
used, such as an adapted PPP lesson plan, methods of building writing
capability, a behavioural interview focus, and much more! Classroom
lessons and textbooks for advanced students are not necessarily useful.
Advanced students want to have a conversation, build their confidence
and learn new, relevant vocabulary. Keeping this in mind, the 'What'
section consists of over 60 behavioural, skills-based, issues-based, and
industry-specific conversational lesson plans. Each lesson plan contains
useful prompts for the teacher, relevant phrasal verbs, idioms, and
collocations for the student to use during a lesson, in addition to prework/technical prompts for both the student and teacher in the industryspecific topics. These lesson plans will last you forever!! You can also
find examples of behavioural interview questions which are typically
asked in modern times, particularly around failure and reflection,
leadership skills and more, instead of the typical "What are your
strengths and weaknesses" questions. Overall, Business English students
need support with confidence. This can only be achieved through 1-2-1
coaching and conversation. If you are an existing, experienced teacher
who would simply like to have some useful lesson plans to hand, you can
purchase the lesson plans-only version from this site. Happy Teaching!
Teaching English: How to Teach English as a Second Language - Mark
Beales 2012-05-18
Unlock new career opportunities as we reveal the secrets behind
Teaching English as a Second Language. For those who dream of living
abroad, this ebook lifts the lid on the world of ESL. Find out how to deal
with job interviews, control your classes and understand new cultures. If
you are thinking of moving abroad to teach, this is simply the book you
how-to-teach-business-english-how-series

must read before starting to pack. For those already in a classroom,
Teaching English offers help with creating lessons that sparkle, reveals
essential teaching theory and includes keenly-observed anecdotes about
what life is really like living and working in a foreign country. It also
includes dozens of ideas for easy-to-prepare lessons and engaging
activities for students of all abilities. Teaching English is written by
award-winning Lonely Planet author Mark Beales, who has been an
educational leader in international schools for nearly 20 years. Mark has
a BA (Hons) in English Literature, a PGCE and a M.Ed. (Distinction).
Lessons in Business English - Paul Garfield Duncan 1914
Speak Better Business English and Make More Money - Amy Gillett
2010-06-25
Teaching English Grammar - Jim Scrivener 2012
Become an Online English Teacher Business English - Mary Ellen Guffey 2019-02-01
Improve your language skills with the proven grammar instruction,
helpful learning features and corresponding online resources in
Guffey/Seefer's market-leading BUSINESS ENGLISH, 13E. This
outstanding leader in grammar and mechanics books uses a three-level
approach to separate topics into manageable units that help you hone
the critical skills needed to communicate professionally. Packed with
insights from the authors’ more than 60 years of combined classroom
experience, this edition is the only book of its kind on the market that
provides prompt feedback with answers and explanations from the
authors so that you know immediately if you have answered correctly.
Updates now reflect contemporary examples of language use, including
grammar in entertainment, the news and social media. Strong learning
features help strengthen language skills to perform confidently in today’s
digital classroom and tomorrow’s workplace. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text
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may not be available in the ebook version.
Atomic Habits - James Clear 2018-10-16
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 4 million copies sold! Tiny
Changes, Remarkable Results No matter your goals, Atomic Habits offers
a proven framework for improving--every day. James Clear, one of the
world's leading experts on habit formation, reveals practical strategies
that will teach you exactly how to form good habits, break bad ones, and
master the tiny behaviors that lead to remarkable results. If you're
having trouble changing your habits, the problem isn't you. The problem
is your system. Bad habits repeat themselves again and again not
because you don't want to change, but because you have the wrong
system for change. You do not rise to the level of your goals. You fall to
the level of your systems. Here, you'll get a proven system that can take
you to new heights. Clear is known for his ability to distill complex topics
into simple behaviors that can be easily applied to daily life and work.
Here, he draws on the most proven ideas from biology, psychology, and
neuroscience to create an easy-to-understand guide for making good
habits inevitable and bad habits impossible. Along the way, readers will
be inspired and entertained with true stories from Olympic gold
medalists, award-winning artists, business leaders, life-saving physicians,
and star comedians who have used the science of small habits to master
their craft and vault to the top of their field. Learn how to: make time for
new habits (even when life gets crazy); overcome a lack of motivation
and willpower; design your environment to make success easier; get
back on track when you fall off course; ...and much more. Atomic Habits
will reshape the way you think about progress and success, and give you
the tools and strategies you need to transform your habits--whether you
are a team looking to win a championship, an organization hoping to
redefine an industry, or simply an individual who wishes to quit smoking,
lose weight, reduce stress, or achieve any other goal.
Business Vocabulary in Use Advanced with Answers - Bill Mascull
2010-04-29
This text is aimed specifically at advanced level learners of business
English. Primarily designed as a self-study reference book, it can also be
how-to-teach-business-english-how-series

used for classroom work.
Teaching English with Information Technology - David Gordon
Smith 2005
How to teach English using information technology - for the professional
English language teacher. This new practical guide for teachers provides
an introduction to, and rationale for, using information technology when
teaching English. The book explains how teachers can use e-learning in
English language teaching. The topics covered include using email; the
importance of the web in ELT (covers websites; using audio and video
clips from the web, web activities, webquests and treasure hunts); using
CD-ROMs; professional training on the web for online teacher training
and online teaching communities; audio- and video-conferencing and text
chat; learning management systems; and finally, using standalone
software on desktop computers.
Teaching English One-to-one - Priscilla Osborne 2005
How to teach one to one classes - for the professional English language
teacher. This book provides an analysis of the problems of teaching
students on a one to one basis as opposed to teaching groups of students.
Covering a wide range of topics in this field, this book explains learner
needs analysis and learner profiles, especially the student's current use
of English and the reason for taking a one to one course; course
planning; techniques which are specific to one to one teaching;
techniques which do not work with one to one teaching; using the
learner as the resource for teaching; together with the advantages of
teaching students on a one to one basis. This book is packed with tried
and tested suggestions for managing your students and your teaching
time, on both a personal and pedagogical level, so that you can make the
one-to-one teaching experience a rewarding and productive one.
English for Everyone: Teacher's Guide - DK 2018-06-05
An essential teacher's companion to an innovative, uniquely visual
English-language course, this e-guide helps English teachers--including
those for whom English is not their native language--create clear,
focused lesson plans, explain difficult concepts in a simple and concise
way, and make language learning exciting, intuitive, and incredibly easy.
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pronunciation while simultaneously developing your own skills as a
teacher can be a huge challenge. Whether you're on a training course or
have already started teaching, this book will help launch your career and
give you the confidence and expertise you need to be a brilliant teacher.
Make an educated decision – decide between the various courses,
qualifications and job locations available to you Start from scratch – plan
well-structured lessons and develop successful and effective teaching
techniques Focus on skills – from reading and writing, to listening and
speaking, get your students sounding and feeling fluent Get your head
around grammar – teach students to put sentences together, recognise
tenses and use adjectives and adverbs All shapes and sizes – tailor your
lessons to younger learners, one-to-ones, exam classes and Business
English learners Open the book and find: TEFL, TESOL, EFL – what all
the acronyms mean The best course books and materials to supplement
your teaching Advice on running your class and handling difficulties
Lesson plans that you can use in the classroom Activities and exercises to
keep your students on their toes Constructive ways to correct and assess
your students' performance Ways to inject some fun into your classes
Insider information on the best jobs around the world 'An invaluable
manual for anyone thinking of embarking on a TEFL journey. Michelle
Maxom's step-by-step guide provides practical tips to get you started and
offers key advice to help unleash the creative English language teacher
within.' – Claire Woollam, Director of Studies & a Teacher Trainer at
Language Link London
The Making of English - Henry Bradley 1904

This teacher's e-guide is designed to accompany English for Everyone, a
comprehensive course in English as a foreign language for adults.
English for Everyone combines innovative and systematic visual teaching
methods with the best of DK design to make the English language easy to
understand and learn. Key language skills, grammar rules, and
vocabulary are reinforced with listening, speaking, reading, and writing
exercises, available in print and digital formats. The English for Everyone
Teacher's Guide helps busy classroom teachers or one-on-one tutors get
the most out of using the course with their students. Its step-by-step
guide to the crystal-clear, tightly structured teaching method shows
teachers how to explain even the trickiest points of English in an
engaging, easy-to-follow way. It also includes instructions for the series'
highly versatile exercises, which are primarily suitable for homework,
independent study, or one-on-one tutoring, but are readily adapted for
classroom or group activities.
Oxford Grammar for EAP - Ken Paterson 2018-04-27
Put theory into practice with with exercises which test your knowledge
and challenge your understanding
How to Teach English - 2010
Teaching English as a Foreign Language For Dummies - Michelle Maxom
2010-11-23
Learn to: Put an EFL course programme together from scratch Let your
students loose in skills classes – from reading to listening Deliver
grammar lessons in a logical and intuitive way Cope with different age
groups and capabilities Your one-stop guide to a career that will take you
places If you thought that teaching a language that's second nature to
you would be easy, think again! Explaining grammar, or teaching correct
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Business Result - John Hughes 2010-02
Business Result is a six-level business English course that gives students
the communication skills they need for immediate use at work.
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